


The biosphere (Edward Suess, 1831-1914; an early practitioner 
of ecology) is the global sum of all ecosystems; the zone of life 

on Earth; the thin film of air, water and soil where all life 
exists on Earth (about 1/1000 of the planet’s diameter); it is a 

closed, self-regulating system. 

“…one thing seems to be foreign on this large celestial body consisting of spheres, namely, organic life.  
But this life is limited to a determined zone at the surface of the lithosphere.  The plant, whose deep roots 
plunge into the soil to feed, and which at the same time rises into the air to breathe, is a good illustration 

of organic life in the region of interaction between the upper sphere and the lithosphere, and on the 
surface of continents it is possible to single out an independent biosphere.” !

(The Face of the Earth,1885-1901 – three volumes)!



The atmosphere!
of Earth – !

Effect of height on !
atmospheric !
temperature!

10 km = 6.2 miles!



















1370 W/m2 = solar constant = So

cross-sectional area of Earth irradiated by Sun = !r2

surface area of Earth = 4!r2

fraction of solar constant received by Earth = !r2/4!r2 = 1/4 x 1370 W/m2 = 342 W/m2

Rp = global mean planetary reflectance = albedo = 0.3

342 W/m2 x 0.7 = ~235 W/m2

Rp = clouds; scattering by air molecules; scattering by atmospheric!
aerosol particles; reflection from the surface itself (surface albedo is!

denoted Rs)!

If So was reduced by 5-10%, ice would engulf the !
planet within 100 years.!







Blackbody irradiation for !
a body at ~6000 K (Sun); note !
the maximum at a wavelength!

of ~0.5 µm = 10-5 cm.!

0.0 oC = 273.15 K!



Light emission from the Sun!
occurs mainly in the !

visible-ultraviolet!
region of the electromagnetic!

spectrum.!



0.0 oC = 273.15 K!
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Earth!
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77 + 30 = 107 Wm-2!

107/342 = 0.31 Wm-2!
168 + 67 = 235 Wm-2!

390 Wm-2 surface radiation!











Radiative forcing is defined as the difference of radiant !
energy received by the Earth and energy radiated back to space.!

Examples of radiative forcing:  changing atmospheric!
CO2 concentration; changing cloud behavior; changing!

atmospheric soot particles (e.g., from volcanoes)!





On average, Earth absorbs approximately 240 W of sunlight 
per square meter (240 Wm-2).  A doubling of atmospheric CO2 
[concentration] causes a radiative forcing of ∼4 Wm−2.  
Therefore, to offset the 4 Wm−2 forcing requires reflection of 
approximately 4/240, or ∼1.7%, of incoming solar radiation. 
Precise numbers depend on uncertain climate system 
feedbacks and differences in climate system response to 
different types of radiative forcing [climate sensitivity]. 
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[atmospheric CO2] ! global average
temperature !

water evaporation
(soil; surface water)!

[atmospheric water vapor]

atmosphere can 
absorb more water 

at higher air
temperatures

!

+

clouds!

atmospheric
reflectivity !

-

(primary radiative forcing)

(secondary radiative forcing)

(secondary radiative
forcing)



Importance of systems thinking!

[atmospheric CO2] ! global average
temperature !

melting snow
and ice !

surface albedo

!
+

(primary radiative forcing)

(more absorbed sunlight)
secondary radiative forcing



As a result of the net gain of radiative energy in the tropics and!
the net loss in the polar regions, an equator-to-pole temperature!

gradient is generated.  This gradient largely drives Earthʼs!
atmospheric circulation.!



Equator-to-pole !
temperature!

gradient driven !
global circulation!

of Earthʼs atmosphere!




